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1 Vesel discusses in four sections the emergence of scientific texts in Persian and their
characteristic  features  on  various  socio-cultural  levels.  She  interprets  Persian  as  a
vernacular language in relationship to Arabic and situates most Persian scientific texts in
the sphere of the court. In her view it is this sphere that configures the framework for
originality and tradition for scientific debates and learning in Persian. Parallel to her
understanding  of  Persian  as  a  vernacular  language  she  evaluates  the  objective  of
scientific texts in this language as vulgarisation of high science to an amateur audience at
court. One specific aspect of the practice of science in such an environment is orality. But
she does not discuss this aspect in greater depth pointing out that too many texts have
not yet been studied. The issue of vernacular vulgarisation is, however, as Vesel clarifies,
potentially a too simple concept to do justice to the complexity of scientific practice at
court under different dynasties and in different periods. She highlights that the opposite
way  from  the  vernacular  into  the  scientific  language,  i.e.  Arabic,  was  followed  too
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repeatedly. In the last section, she discusses a feature that is particularly prominent, in
Vesel’s view even unique, within the sphere of courts in the Persian-speaking world in
comparison to courts in other corners of the Islamic world – the illustrated scientific
book.
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